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Retro swimwear can be flashy and colorful but at the same time can be high spirited and beautiful
too, reminding one and all of the casual attitude of the 60s. The retro dresses are coming back in a
big way and the same is true for the swimsuits and vintage bathing suits as well. You can go for the
colorful one piece swim suits which are available in a wide variety of sizes, colors and patterns. A
very good design is the combination of navy blue and white with buttons down the midriff. Then
there are the zebra print swimsuits in black and white and yellow swim suits with polka dots. A very
common retro style is the combination of the halter bra swim top in red or navy blue combined with
a high waist daisy swim bottom, which could set the temperatures soaring and take one right back
to the sexy styling of the retro days.

Vintage bathing suits with ruched ruffle patterns or tied knots combined with hair clips and scarfs
can be picked as well. The classic retro swimwear is known for its beautiful patterns and designs.
For example, you can go for the one piece swimsuits with shelf busts and cups along with a front
lining. Turquoise is one of the more popular colors of the retro fashion. Halter necks are combined
stylishly with gathered sides. You can also find nylon and spandex swim suits which come with full
short bottoms and skirted fronts.

Another retro swimwear pattern that is quite popular is the one piece model with matching white
bow that combines sensually with the central front necklines. The sailor style swimsuits come with
halter neck ties and ruffles. Some swimsuits are beautifully ruched all around for the added effect. It
is not all about one piece swimsuits when it comes to vintage bathing suits. There are two piece
suits as well like the combination of high waist bottoms and bandeau top ruched stylishly. The tops
come with straps that are removable while the bottoms also referred to as full coverage ones, have
a very stylish and flattering fit for those with the curves.

Retro swimwear models include fully lined one piece swimsuits that come with a shelf bra which
includes a slight bit of padding at the top. The style quotient is enhanced a bit through brass buttons
and anchoring at the bust. Knots are provided to make the swimsuits look cute. Nylon spandex is
used commonly for these swimsuits. There are vintage bathing suits in rumba ruffles as well. There
are swimsuits with cocktail colors and floral prints. The swimsuits come with an elastic shelf bra and
beautiful ruffles cascading down. Some two piece suits include vintage gold buttons and bikini
bottoms. There are swim suits that come with waistband stitching that is designed specifically to
flaunt the hourglass figure. Retro bathing suits come with mesh ruffles in some cases while some 2
piece suits will have bow center front tops that could look gorgeous.
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Maryparker - About Author:
Do you want to reveal in the glory of beautiful a vintage bathing suits? Visit our website and shop
from an exclusive range of a retro swimwear to find a perfect match to your requirements.
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